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‘Making Education Work’
Transforming education for youth employment in the agri-sector

Prepare
the next
generation of
entrepreneurial
and hands-on
graduates for
the agriculture
sector!

Welcome to our three-month online learning
programme for lecturers, instructors & researchers
at universities or vocational training centres in
agriculture and rural development! This course
is now given fully online. You will participate in
collective online sessions, do assignments, get on
the job coaching to help you implement your skills
in your own context.
The agricultural sector is in dire need of highly-skilled
graduates who can bridge the gap between theory
and practice and link research to the private sector.
At the same time, it is hard for young people to see a
future in the sector and realize the untapped potential
of stepping into agriculture.
‘Making Education Work’ will help you gain the
skills to have classes full of proactive students who
are eager to learn, see the potential of agriculture
and are ready to enter the labour market!
This iCRA course builds upon your knowledge and
research, helps you discover new possibilties and
partnerships and gives you the skills to develop
exciting curricula and research that allows students to
translate knowledge into action.

Date and venue

“The course is absolute spot
on with adequately exercise to
stimulate your interest. There
is no dull moment and the
core of the issues bedevilling
the educational, research and
outreach sector are adequately
addressed.”
- Obokhai Kess Asikhia,
Nigeria March 2018

What kind of
course is this?
The course Making Education Work is a threemonth online learning programme. It combines
the advantages of online learning doing
assignments, getting individual feed-back and on
the job coaching.
In the group training you will learn from people
from different contexts, get exposure to other
realities through case studies. During the group
training you will also be exposed to interactive
learning and facilitation techniques.
The digital instruments will allow you to learn in
the time that suites you best. It will also assure
application and adaptation to your own reality,
while being coached by trainers with a wide range
of experience.

19 April – 9 July 2021
Online & Part-time
14 Sept - 18 Dec 2020
Online & Part-time

Course costs

Tuition fee: 4479 Euro

Scholarships available

Look out for updates at:

www.icra.global/scholarship-information

What you
will learn
Conduct a labour market assessment
and define a competence profile that will
include prospective employers’ needs in
your courses.
Design sessions where students practice
the skills they need to get a job.
Give a convincing presentation to your
students using video tools.
Organise real-life learning events for your
students and combine them with service
delivery to farmers, agri-businesses or civil
society organisations.
Engage various stakeholders in research
activities and position yourself as an		
initiator of change.

iCRA courses make Education, Innovation and Agribusiness work for stronger agriculture value
chains. With 35 years of experience as a course provider, iCRA helps you to develop the knowledge,
skills and attitudes necessary to work across disciplinary and organisational boundaries, engage
public and private sectors and improve livelihoods along the value chain.

More information about this and other iCRA courses on www.icra.global/courses

